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As it was already mentioned, this app
is quite easy to install and use. That
means that you won’t have to spend

much time figuring out how to do so.
It also means that, as a beginner, you
shouldn’t have any problem working
with this tool. The app’s interface is
very simple, making it very easy to
use. It has a few buttons, which are
related to the effects used by the
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tool. In the top-right corner of the
interface, there is a list with the
options that can be changed. It

includes a very interesting and useful
feature which enables the user to

switch between the more popular and
the less popular options. This means

that you may save time while
customizing the app and can have a
more precise control over the tool.

The tabs in the top-left corner of the
interface are used to enable you to
work with the different types of

effects that are available. That way,
you may see the “Preview” area,

where the effects are available for
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you to pick from. The “Settings”
section is used to enable you to

modify the different settings of the
tool. This includes the “Color”,

“Opacity” and “BGM” options. In the
middle, you may see the “Preview”

area, where you may select the
different options available. These

options include the “Shadow”,
“Highlight”, “Bevel”, “Radius”,

“Gel” and “Antialiased” ones. Below
it, you will find the “Settings”
section, where you may switch

between “1:1”, “Multiples”,
“Random” and “Repeated” options.
There is also a button that enables
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the user to create a new selection,
which includes the custom options

that he has saved. The “Layers”
section is used to create new layers,

using either the pen or the knife tool.
It is also possible to remove selected
layers, as well as restore the original
picture. The next area, which is quite
important, is the “Effects” section.
There, the user may preview and
select the different effects that he
has created. It includes “Chrome”,

“Aqua”, “Cotton”, “Crude
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Basic image editor with lots of useful
tools to edit your images. Support

Mac OS X 10.10 or later! Features:
Many basic tools for picture editing.

+ Remove red eye, apply burn,
adjust exposure, contrast, brightness,
shadows and highlights. + Remove
face, apply crop, resize, rotate and
flip. + 16 common filters: negative,
sepia, sepia tone, vibrance, gradient,
black-white, hollywood, dodge, burn,
sharpen, bloat, posterize, desaturate,
crum, perspective, emboss and soft

focus. + 1 sophisticated artistic
effect: morphing and transition. +

Adjust the bevel width and depth, as
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well as the angle. + Anti-aliased +
Brightness and contrast adjustable

for selected areas + Adjust the
saturation + Adjust the hue, lightness

and saturation for selected areas +
Adjust the hue, saturation, lightness
and color balance for selected areas
+ Customizable colors for highlight
and shadow + Adjust the opacity of
the selected color + Channels and
layers: you can easily cut and paste
one or many layers Magic Fluid CG

is an excellent all-in-one photo
editing tool for macOS. With this

application, you can use the amazing
filters, color correction and unique
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transition and rotation tools to create
professional quality images.

Features: ● Multi-platform supports
OS X, Windows, iOS, and Android.

● Powerful to make powerful
pictures. ● HDR processing. ●
Many pictures in the gallery. ●
Enjoy the powerful tools in the

Editor. ● Many beautiful filters to
create your own photos. ● App
Support for iOS and Android

devices. ● Smart object detection. ●
Drag and drop objects. ● Snap and

merge effects. ● Text can be rotated
and transform. ● Various presets. ●

Apply filter, effects and different
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image editing effects. ● Powerful
touch interface. ● View your photos
on the screen. ● Transform photos
in portrait and landscape. ● Adjust
brightness, contrast, shadows, and

highlights. ● Magic filters. ●
Various frames. ● Easy to use. ●

Quick and simple. ● About toolbox
- color, change opacity, desaturation,

selection tool, brush, magic brush,
clone stamp, paint bucket, erase,
undo, etc. ● Save your editing

results. ● Share your images with
friends. ● Multi- 77a5ca646e
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Artistic Effects

Artistic Effects is a free plugin for
several image editors. It provides 11
multiple effects that can be applied
to the pictures loaded in the editor.
The interface is very simple and
should be easy to figure out by all
users. Artistic Effects Description
The tool features five effects that
consist of the option “no effect”. The
app offers three bevel effects, the
option “no bevel”, as well as two
bevel variations, the “Anti-aliased
Bevel” and the “Rounded Bevel”.
Four effects are provided with the
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option “no effect”: the “No shadow”,
the “No highlight”, the “No dark
outline” and the “No light outline”.
All the six effects, which are
provided with the option “drop
shadow”, have an “Anti-aliased drop
shadow” as well as a “Rounded drop
shadow”. The option “no outline”
provides the four bevel effects, three
shadows and the “No shadow”
effects. Details: Artistic Effects
DescriptionThe tool features five
effects that consist of the option “no
effect”. The app offers three bevel
effects, the option “no bevel”, as well
as two bevel variations, the “Anti-
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aliased Bevel” and the “Rounded
Bevel”. Four effects are provided
with the option “no effect”: the “No
shadow”, the “No highlight”, the “No
dark outline” and the “No light
outline”. All the six effects, which
are provided with the option “drop
shadow”, have an “Anti-aliased drop
shadow” as well as a “Rounded drop
shadow”. The option “no outline”
provides the four bevel effects, three
shadows and the “No shadow”
effects. Features: Effects Image
Editor Highlight Color Highlight
Opacity Shadow Color Shadow
Opacity Highlight Color / Opacity
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Highlight Opacity / Opacity Shadow
Color / Opacity Highlight Opacity /
Opacity Highlight Color / Shadow
Color Highlight Opacity / Shadow
Opacity Highlight Color / Shadow
Color Highlight Opacity / Shadow
Opacity High

What's New In?

File attachments and links to this
software may be included in other
products, such as sample images.
Features of Artistic Effects: -
Different types of effects (Aqua,
Chrome, Cotton, Crude Metal, Drop,
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Gel, Ice, Metal, Plastic, Smoke and
Snow) - Color control (Color
Opacity and Color Highlights and
Shadows) - Bevel Control (Bevel
Width and Bevel Depth) - Angle
Control (Angle) - Anti-aliasing (Anti-
aliased) - Filter Control (Filter) -
Image Scaling (Scale) - Image
Orientation (Orientation) - Image
Resizing (Resize) - Image Smoothing
(Smooth) - Image Rotate (Rotate) -
Image Cropping (Crop) - Image
Rotation (Rotate) - Image Crop
(Crop) - Image Flip (Flip) - Image
Flip + Crop (Flip + Crop) - Image
Select (Select) - Image Resize +
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Crop (Resize + Crop) - Image
Revers (Revers) - Image Desaturate
(Desaturate) - Image Mask (Mask) -
Image Unmask (Unmask) - Image
Retouch (Retouch) - Image Erase
(Erase) - Image Adjust (Adjust) -
Image Adjust + Retouch (Adjust +
Retouch) - Image Adjust + Erase
(Adjust + Erase) - Image Adjust +
Mask (Adjust + Mask) - Image
Adjust + Zoom (Adjust + Zoom) -
Image Adjust + Erase + Zoom
(Adjust + Erase + Zoom) - Image
Adjust + Mask + Erase + Zoom
(Adjust + Mask + Erase + Zoom) -
Image Cropping (Crop) - Image
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Mask (Mask) - Image Selection
(Select) - Image Cropping + Mask
(Crop + Mask) - Image Resize
(Resize) - Image Scale (Scale) -
Image Rotate (Rotate) - Image
Rotate + Crop (Rotate + Crop) -
Image Auto Color (Auto Color) -
Image Hue (Hue) - Image Saturation
(Saturation) - Image Brightness
(Brightness) - Image Contrast
(Contrast) - Image Colorize
(Colorize) - Image Adjust (Adjust) -
Image Adjust + Saturation (Adjust +
Saturation) - Image Adjust +
Brightness (Adjust + Brightness) -
Image Adjust + Contrast (Adjust +
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Contrast) - Image Adjust + Colorize
(Adjust + Colorize) - Image Adjust
+ Saturation + Brightness (Adjust +
Saturation + Brightness) - Image
Adjust + Saturation + Contrast
(Adjust + Saturation + Contrast) -
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System Requirements For Artistic Effects:

OS: Windows 7 x64 or newer
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics:
Nvidia GeForce GTX 470 or Radeon
HD 4850 (Note: the game will run
on a lower-end system) DirectX:
Version 11 Network: Broadband
internet connection Storage: 2 GB
available space Additional Notes:
3rd-party mapping software is
required to use specific game
features and this game is not
compatible with Windows XP.
2-screen resolutions (4K) are not
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supported.
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